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ABSTRACT: 
Today, the need to protect your digital resources with stronger authentication 

than merely passwords has become an imperative, given the increasingly 

perilous threat landscape.

Choosing an appropriate set of access policies to fit all your target resources, 

across all your user populations, can be challenging given all the possible 

choices available. Yet it’s important to create a safe access environment for 

your organization.

This paper describes some criteria to consider when developing multi-factor 

authentication policies for your organization.

Disclaimer: This document provides some general considerations on this topic. It is not intended to 
provide legal guidance on security protection. Every organization needs to implement security policies and 
protections specific to their circumstances.
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THE CHALLENGE 
As a well-informed security professional, you’ve recognized the need for 

continuous combat against the increasingly perilous threat landscape, 

populated by increasingly skilled and persistent intruders. You know that 

simple password protection is insufficient to protect “crown jewel” data. 

So now that you recognize the need to implement multi-factor authentication 

(MFA) for your organization, where do you start?

Let’s discuss RSA Security’s recommended approach to the challenge.

A WEALTH OF OPTIONS FOR PROTECTING 
YOUR RESOURCES 
Fortunately, there is now an abundance of password alternatives to help deter 

infiltration, and more are emerging. For example, RSA SecurID® Access provides 

these authentication options as building blocks for your access policies:

• SMS text one-time password (OTP or “verification code”)

• Voice-delivered OTP 

• Email-delivered OTP (supported by Authentication Manager)

• Hardware token-delivered OTP

• Mobile software application-delivered OTP

• Push to approve (mobile or wearables like Apple Watch)

• FIDO tokens

• Biometric-based authentication methods (fingerprint, facial recognition)

However, this abundance of options for layering authentication security in 

your organization then creates the challenge of choosing among them when 

creating access policies for your sensitive digital resources. How do you go 

about choosing an appropriate set of authentication factors and policies to fit 

all your target resources, across all your user populations? 

Where to start?

THE RSA APPROACH
SET BUSINESS GOALS 
As with any identity and access management project, start with your  

business goals.

Developing a set of business goals and priorities for your access decisions will 

help guide you as you make trade-offs between cost, convenience, protection 

strength and implementation complexity across various authentication 

methods and policies. 
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Some questions you might consider include:

• Is the strongest possible security, to guard against any infiltration, always 

of prime importance? Or is it acceptable to correlate authentication 

strength to business risk? 

• How important is user convenience, to help ensure business users do not 

attempt to circumvent security controls? How many choices should your 

users have when authenticating?  

• What are your administrative cost and/or resource constraints for 

managing the selected policies and authentication methods?

• What is your time-to-value window for project success? Do you want to 

show quick success by starting with “low-hanging fruit” targets? Or start 

with protecting the most sensitive digital assets, even if they are more 

complex to implement?

PLAN BIG BUT START SMALL

Do have a comprehensive implementation scope in mind, based on the 

business goals above. But to best ensure initial success, start small—you 

want to avoid trying to do too much at once. Identity and access management 

projects often fail because they are too ambitious.  

Instead, start with a limited, small set of targets, or a specific location or 

department and learn from the implementation before expanding. One good 

way to start is by selecting a perimeter or SaaS/cloud application, due to those 

high-exposure areas having the greatest likelihood of breach. From there, 

focusing on privileged access to sensitive applications is typically the next step. 

As you expand, your deployment planning priorities should consider the 

sensitivity of the target, the vulnerability to compromise and the scope of 

user access privileges to the target(s). 

Learn success from your pilot project and plan a broader rollout from there.

KNOW YOUR USERS

Next, consider both the technical sophistication of your users and also their 

access patterns.

For example:

• What is the range of your constituent users you will need to authenticate? 

Are they internal or external to your organization? Requiring your 

employees to download a mobile app for authentication may be feasible, 

but less so for customers.

• How technically sophisticated are they? Requiring an IT employee to 

navigate a strong multi-factor authentication process may be reasonable, 

but asking your very nontechnical customers to do so is likely unreasonable. 
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• Can you depend on your users to always have a mobile device for 

authentication? Can you depend on them to always carry a special 

hardware security token? If a user cannot authenticate via the preferred 

approach, what could be a “good enough” temporary backup method?

•  Where will they typically be located? Office? Remote? Traveling/mobile? 

What works in the office might not work on the go.

•  How often do they need to access your applications? You want to consider 

how often and how difficult authentication will be for each user segment. 

Frequent authentication can seem like a barrier to getting work done, 

even if your users appreciate the need for security. What is each segment’s 

tolerance for inconvenience (“hassle”)?

One size does not fit all. Users who find it difficult to achieve success are likely 

to find ways to circumvent your carefully planned security protections. Think 

about passwords: make them too complex and people can only remember 

them if written down, often in highly visible places, where they can be easily 

discovered and compromised. So you’ll need to consider the user experience 

when you are devising your access policies.

RESOURCE PROTECTION: ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL

After considering your constituents’ capabilities and limits, now turn to the 

resources you want to protect.

If all users were highly tolerant of complex authentication processes, perhaps 

a “one-size-fits-all” approach might be simplest to implement. But that’s never 

the case.

Users tend to expect that low-risk applications support a commensurately 

convenient (easy) authentication approach. No one needs multi-factor 

biometric authentication to read the cafeteria menu.

However, sensitive financial and other mission-critical business applications 

usually do warrant strong authentication policies.

Gather the list of resources you want to protect: network entry points, system 

logins, applications, databases, etc. Determine the sensitivity of these resources 

and assess the negative business impact magnitude if they were misused. 

Start by dividing them into three access groups: low, medium and high 

sensitivity. In doing so, assess the business impact of rogue access to the 

application and data, considering factors such as:

•  Reputational damage—Can access to an application cause damage to the 

company’s reputation if leaked?

• Financial damage—What would be the business impact of compromised 

customer base information, sales data, intellectual property or any data 

that would have financial impact?
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• Compliance—What are the compliance penalties for leaked customer or 

employee records (HR system, CRM, etc.)?

• Operational damage—If an unauthorized user can access the AWS admin 

account, or the HR manager’s user account in the HR system, the rogue 

access to application capabilities can be devastating to the organization.

You’ll want to ensure your most sensitive digital assets are protected by the 

strongest authentication its users can tolerate. But for that cafeteria menu 

and fitness center schedule, simple and convenient single sign-on from the 

corporate intranet is likely sufficient.

ASSESS AUTHENTICATION METHODS

As mentioned earlier, there is a broad array of authentication methods 

available, which can be applied to your list of resources.

Investigate the approaches available to you. Each has advantages and 

disadvantages and provides varying levels of security protection.

Some of those trade-offs, as they apply to RSA SecurID Access, are listed in 

the table below.

Method Advantages, Use 

Case Examples

Considerations Comments

SMS OTP Measure of strength 

when combined with 

password. Easy to 

use and relatively 

convenient (e.g., 

consumer finance, 

government-to-

citizen [G2C]).

Requires access 

to preregistered 

out-of-band 

mobile phone. 

Signaling system 

hacks have been 

demonstrated. 

NIST guidelines 

caution careful 

use.

Better than 

passwords 

alone.

Voice OTP Voice-delivered OTP 

to an out-of-band 

phone. Useful where 

only landline is 

available (e.g., lab). 

Requires 

preregistered 

mobile or landline 

number. Risk is 

similar to SMS.

Voice-

delivered OTP 

is entered 

online, similar 

to SMS OTP.
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Email OTP 

(Authentication 

Manager only)

Stronger than 

password alone, no 

phone required (e.g., 

G2C, some B2C retail 

sites).

Still requires 

online connection 

and preregistered 

email address; 

email is too 

compromisable 

to rely on. Email 

delays could be 

too long for user 

waiting to access 

resource.

Not widely 

used in the 

enterprise due 

to security 

concerns. 

Used for B2C 

when other 

notification 

methods not 

possible.

Mobile  

application 

OTP

Stronger than any of 

the above, especially 

when combined with 

PIN. Versatile—wide 

variety of B2E access 

uses.

Requires out-of-

band smartphone 

with pre-installed, 

vendor-specific 

smartphone 

application. Any 

requirement for 

specific device is 

problematic when 

device is lost or 

stolen.

Similar user 

experience as 

SMS, except 

uses stronger 

reregistered 

mobile app. 

trengthened by 

PIN use.

Hardware 

token OTP

Strongest security, 

especially when 

combined with token 

PIN. Can be used 

offline (no network) 

(e.g., privileged 

access, sensitive data, 

mobile-free labs).

Requires user to 

always carry the 

hardware token.

Complex to 

administer.

Has specific 

hardware cost.

RSA SecurID 

is considered 

“Gold 

Standard.”

Mobile push 

notification 

(includes 

wearables)

Easy to use. Used for 

some B2C financial 

apps, B2E general 

employee use.

Requires access 

to preregistered 

smartphone. 

Requires 

installing specific 

smartphone 

application.

Can also 

approve from 

connected 

wearable 

(Apple Watch).

FIDO 

(U2F variant)

Strong, encrypted. 

Vendor neutral. Can 

be used offline.

Requires user to 

always carry the 

hardware token. 

Has specific (low) 

hardware cost.

Evolving 

standards, 

recognized by 

NIST. Tokens 

are readily 

purchasable 

online.
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Biometric Relatively easy 

to use. Generally 

strong. Prevalent 

for mobile 

authentication, some 

government.

Requires 

mobile device 

with biometric 

authentication.

Maturing 

quickly. Laptop 

support 

available.

Identity  

confidence 

score*

(contextual 

risk-based 

analytics)

Reduces the 

need for step-up 

authentication. 

Usually combined 

with any of the 

above, to simplify 

authentication 

and improve user 

convenience while 

still providing  

risk-based 

authentication 

security.

Each customer 

needs to evaluate 

how strong the 

assessment will 

be, and map it to 

their needs.

Uses machine-

learning 

algorithms, 

combining 

several 

contextual 

factors, to 

assess user 

risk based 

on anomaly 

detection. 

Gives 

confidence 

score.  

*While not 

strictly an 

authentication 

method in the 

traditional 

sense (it can 

be considered 

more as a policy 

setting), it can 

be used with, 

or instead of, 

other factors 

to strengthen 

the verification 

process, so 

is included in 

this list, as well 

as discussed 

separately later.

So, select a few methods to support across your varying levels of protected 

resources, considering the preceding considerations. Passwords are still a reality 

today, but they should be supplemented or replaced by stronger methods. 
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To start, RSA SecurID Access pre-populates a few authentication methods in 

low, medium and high assurance levels, as follows:

Authentication Assurance Level Method(s)

Low  –  Authenticate Push to Approve

 –  Authenticate Tokencode

 –  FIDO Token

Medium  –  SecurID Token

 –  Device Biometrics

High  – SecurID Token plus Push to Approve

 –  FIDO Token plus Push to Approve

These are just offered to help you get started—you can change them to match 

your needs or add additional available methods such as SMS.

While security strength and convenience are critical criteria to consider when 

making your selections, you will likely need to also consider the cost to implement 

and maintain that range of selections. That includes initial purchase, deployment 

costs (which can be elevated by implementation complexity and scale) and 

ongoing operational costs (maintenance, administration).

DEFINE ACCESS POLICIES

As a culmination of the preceding analysis, armed with your user population 

information, your list of resources to be protected and a set of selected 

authentication methods, you can now create your access policies and apply 

them to your target resources.

Access policies usually comprise the following pieces: what (which resource, 

application or group of those), who (user population characteristics including 

directory group membership), context (circumstances of the access attempt) 

and how (which factor(s) to require). So access policy creation is the 

coalescence of all the previous analysis steps.

Once created, apply your policies to your target resources. The sensitivity 

of the resource to be protected should be matched to the strength of the 

authentication method. Access to the securities trading application by IT 

administrators warrants strong multi-factor authentication; access to the 

fitness center schedule by the general employee population does not. Access 

to the employee benefits portal probably warrants something in between. 

When considering policy for an application’s multiple user populations, you 

will also need to consider privilege level. Employees with read-only access 

to the corporate organization chart do not need as strong an authentication 

policy as the database administrator who can change, delete or export 

sensitive employee personal information.

You also need to consider whether you would want a policy to allow “fail 

open” or “fail closed” access. In other words, if the user authentication context 
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does not match any available policy, or meets some criteria but not others, 

“when in doubt,” do you want to risk letting the user in (“open”) because the 

impact of blocking legitimate access is high (e.g., an administrator needs 

urgent access to fix a failed application or a potential customer could turn 

away) or be cautious (“closed”) and reject the authentication because the 

target resource is too sensitive to risk compromise?

An example of a policy for the Workday application might be:

For all users in the group “HRManagers”

If their access location is in the United States, step-up authentication is not 

required.

Else (if not in the United States or location cannot be determined), step up 

using High Assurance level methods (where High Assurance level might 

require a device biometric authentication).

To help you get started, RSA SecurID Access includes three preconfigured 

access policies as templates for your use. These are:

1. For all Identity Sources, for all users, always step up to High Assurance level

2. For all Identity Sources, for all users, always step up to Medium Assurance level

3. For all Identity Sources, for all users, always step up to Low Assurance level

For premium license customers, a fourth is also included:

• For all Identity Sources, for all users, if Identity Confidence is low, step up 

to Medium Assurance level

These policies can be used as is, or you can clone them and edit them to suit 

your specific needs. The policies are applied per application, so you might 

require Low Assurance for a travel application, but High Assurance for access 

to the RSA SecurID Cloud Administration Console by its privileged users. 

(Yes, RSA SecurID Access policies can be used to protect itself!)

Try to contain the number of policies you create to the minimum needed to 

enforce the desired level of access security. Proliferation of too many detailed 

policies raises the risk of conflicting policies, which could lead to user lockout.

REDUCE FRICTION, INCREASE SECURITY: ENRICH ACCESS POLICIES 

WITH CONTEXT INTELLIGENCE

Beyond the basic what, who, context and how policy ingredients above, 

you can help balance user convenience with security strength by applying 

intelligence to access context factors.

Dynamically assessing the circumstances of the access attempt with access 

analytics can help achieve this balance.
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RSA SecurID Access can collect information about a user’s access context 

and calculate an Identity Confidence level based on those circumstances. It 

evaluates the individual user, total population and known risky authentication 

patterns to determine the identity confidence score.

That confidence score can be used as input to the access policy to dynamically 

determine the strength of authentication required. For example, if CFO Joe 

Smith is logging in with his recognized laptop at headquarters location, single-

factor password authentication may be sufficient to allow him to access the 

Accounts Payable application. However, if a user is attempting to log in as 

John Jones, the IT database administrator for financial applications, and is 

trying to back up the Accounts Payable database using an unrecognized tablet 

that is located in Russia, far from John’s usual Cleveland location, then step-

up authentication for identity verification is more strongly warranted.  

Risk assessment will be based on different attribute sets, depending on 

license type. All license types allow you to consider a user’s IP address and 

user attributes collected from the identity source directory. However, only 

the Premium edition supports the risk-based identity confidence score, and 

supports use of additional Advanced Policy Engine attributes:

•  Authentication Type

•  Authentication Source

•  Country

• Known Browser

•  Trusted Location

•  Trusted Network

•  User Agent

Using risk analytics, the number of step-up authentications is reduced—

enforced only when risk posture dictates it’s warranted. In this sense, it’s 

almost like having another authentication factor at your disposal to verify 

access attempts, which is why it was included at the end of the Authentication 

Methods table previously. This makes it easier for users to authenticate to 

your applications/resources.

A WORD FROM UNCLE SAM—NIST’S PERSPECTIVE 
While discussing authentication method strength and policy guidance, it is 

useful to consider the position of the United States government. The National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published an extensive and 

exhaustive analysis of this area, beyond the scope of this paper, in the form of 

NIST Special Publication 800-63 Digital Identity Guidelines. It has become a 

widely referenced guideline. As such, a few observations are warranted.

Scope: NIST primarily focuses on two areas: 1) the relative strength of 

individual authentication methods and 2) the relative strength of the identity 

proofing mechanisms used to bind those methods to the user. 
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SMS controversy: There is some controversy over the appropriate role of 

text message/SMS-delivered verification codes (OTP). SMS is deemed as 

somewhat weak by NIST because the telephony signaling system used to 

deliver SMS messages (SS7—Signaling System 7) could be compromised. 

However, given the prevalence (and convenience) of SMS use, NIST 

acknowledges that SMS can be a stronger alternative to passwords alone in 

certain cases. As such, NIST provides guidance on acceptable SMS use (e.g., 

preregistered device, notice of risk, provide more secure alternative options) 

for applications with less stringent authentication requirements.  

NIST’s focus on individual methods: RSA recommends that to protect your 

most sensitive applications, consider requiring multiple authentication 

methods (device biometric authentication and push, for example). There is 

strength in numbers. 

Missing risk context: What the NIST guidelines don’t really address is a 

discussion of how risk context fits into the authentication decision process 

and the role of risk-based analytics. Risk analytics is an approach RSA strongly 

believes can help customers balance security posture with user convenience.

IMPLEMENTATION AND THE BIG PICTURE 
SECURITY STRATEGY  
Planning is critical but so is implementation. Any strong security strategy 

also needs to consider implementation and compliance to ensure your user 

community is aligned to support your business security goals. Once you have 

carefully planned your access policies, be sure to clearly communicate priorities 

and expectations with your users as part of the implementation plans.

In context, strong access policies are just one building block of a 

comprehensive enterprise security strategy. To complement and supplement 

access policies, a strong identity and access management program includes 

access governance and user lifecycle management such as RSA Identity 

Governance & Lifecycle. Before users even reach a login screen, they should 

participate in an ongoing account approval process based on their role (i.e., 

access governance). Automation of these processes is critical to scaling secure 

access in your organization and implementing strong access controls without 

significantly increasing your IT budget and help desk workload. 

Beyond identity and access management is the entire security landscape to 

protect both on-premises and cloud-based resources, from network perimeter 

to inner data stores, against an increasing variety of threats. RSA can help you 

navigate the myriad choices you have available to you to help you safeguard 

your organization’s digital assets in an efficient and effective manner.

https://www.rsa.com/en-us/products/rsa-securid-suite/rsa-identity-governance-and-lifecycle
https://www.rsa.com/en-us/products/rsa-securid-suite/rsa-identity-governance-and-lifecycle
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IN SUMMARY 
Implementing a strong, consistent set of access policies is critical these 

days to protect your important resources. With flexible, layered policies, 

organizations can achieve strong resource security and the user convenience 

needed to help ensure security policies will be followed. 

RSA recommends:

•  Start with business goals. 

•  Consider your user community—their usage patterns and convenience 

sensitivities. 

•  Draft your access policies, matching the sensitivity of your applications to 

the strength of available secure access methods and considering operational 

costs and user needs.

•  Use context analytics (such as the RSA identity confidence score) to improve 

identity assurance decision-making, while lowering user friction by reducing 

step-up requirements—focusing on those access cases which require 

increased security.

•  Start small in scope, work agilely, so you can plan for later expansion, based 

on what you learn in your pilot phase.

•  Communicate the importance of compliance to your user community.

•  Make your access strategy part of a broader identity and access 

management strategy, and in turn, part of your comprehensive enterprise 

security foundation.

This can be a daunting process. But expert assistance is available. The highly 

experienced RSA Professional Services team and certified partners can help 

you navigate the myriad access security choices available, following these 

best practices.

For more on RSA Security solutions, please visit rsasecurity.com or consult 

with your RSA Security representative.

http://www.rsasecurity.com/

